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Airspace Airspace SectorizationSectorization ProblemProblem

Joint work with A. Basu and G. Sabhnani (ALENEX’08)
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ObjectivesObjectives

•• Design and implement efficient algorithms Design and implement efficient algorithms 

to compute optimal (or nearlyto compute optimal (or nearly--optimal) optimal) 

airspace configurationsairspace configurations

•• Devise novel methods that may assist in Devise novel methods that may assist in 

maximizing safe utilization of airspacemaximizing safe utilization of airspace

•• Explore future concepts of operationsExplore future concepts of operations

“Provide flexibility where 
possible and structure 
where necessary.”

NASA:  Dynamic Airspace Configuration (DAC) project

Parimal Kopardekar (NASA Ames)



Design for ControlDesign for Control

•• Determine a mapping of controllers (or Determine a mapping of controllers (or 

oversight processes) to flights.oversight processes) to flights.

•• Approaches:Approaches:

–– Partition airspace into sectors, other structural Partition airspace into sectors, other structural 

elementselements

–– Partition aircraft (e.g., into Partition aircraft (e.g., into ““gagglesgaggles””))

44
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Airspace Airspace SectorizationSectorization ProblemProblem

•• k k –– no. of sectorsno. of sectors

•• bbii –– Workload(WLWorkload(WL) of sector i) of sector i

•• Given the airGiven the air--traffic pattern (trajectories), decompose the traffic pattern (trajectories), decompose the 
domain of airspace into k sectors, domain of airspace into k sectors, ““optimallyoptimally””

–– MinMin--Max WLMax WL

–– MinMin--Sum WLSum WL

•• OROR given a max Workload B, minimize kgiven a max Workload B, minimize k

We model as precise optimal geometric partitioning problem, for 
which we give provable results and heuristics to approximate

“Workload” – tricky to model



Input: DemandInput: Demand

“Demand” given as a set of trajectories 
(flights) in space-time:

τ :  (x1,y1,z1,t1), (x2,y2,z2,t2), 
(x3,y3,z3,t3), …



Metrics, Objective FunctionsMetrics, Objective Functions

•• MMax # aircraft at any time instant (instantaneous ax # aircraft at any time instant (instantaneous 

count), or % of MAP valuescount), or % of MAP values

•• Average (over time) countAverage (over time) count

•• Coordination workload: # Boundary crossings Coordination workload: # Boundary crossings 

(hand(hand--offs)offs)

•• Dynamic densityDynamic density

•• Flight efficiency (fuel, time)Flight efficiency (fuel, time)

•• DAC: frequency of change, magnitude of DAC: frequency of change, magnitude of 

change, change, robustnessrobustness to forecast inaccuraciesto forecast inaccuracies
77

How to quantifyHow to quantify bbii = = Workload(WLWorkload(WL) of sector ) of sector i ?i ?

Monitor Alert Parameter



Workload of a SectorWorkload of a Sector

Co-ordination WL

Conflict Resolution WL



Workload Modeling

• Worstcase WL : Max no. of planes in sector at 

any time (Max–WL)

• Avg WL : Avg no. of planes in sector over time

• Coordination Workload

Flight times within a Sector
Max WL = 6

02:00          02:15           02:30           02:45           03:00           03:15          03:30            03:45            04:00    

Avg WL = 2.5 

t



Good Sectors and Good SectorGood Sectors and Good Sector--

Conforming RoutesConforming Routes
•• Find sectors Find sectors andand set of trajectories toset of trajectories to

–– Minimize Minimize 

•• # sectors# sectors

•• var(workloadvar(workload across sectors)across sectors)

•• increase in flight length/fuel (over opt or userincrease in flight length/fuel (over opt or user--

preferred routes) to make conformal with sector preferred routes) to make conformal with sector 

designdesign

–– Subject to:  Subject to:  

•• Load balance (each workload < W)Load balance (each workload < W)

•• MulticriteriaMulticriteria optimizationoptimization
1010



Iterative ProcessIterative Process

•• Feedback loop: Iterative adjustment of Feedback loop: Iterative adjustment of 

routes to sectors and sectors to routesroutes to sectors and sectors to routes

1111

Trajectory not 
conforming to sectors

Optimal path problem:  Modify trajectory to avoid corner 
clipping, obey crossing rules, etc

Adjusted trajectory to conform 
to sectors

constraints
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Contributions to WorkloadContributions to Workload

•• WorkloadWorkload

–– Conflict Resolution WLConflict Resolution WL

–– Coordination WLCoordination WL
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MotivationMotivation

•• The existing sectors boundariesThe existing sectors boundaries

–– determined by historical effectsdetermined by historical effects

–– have evolved over timehave evolved over time

–– not the result of analysis of route structures and demand not the result of analysis of route structures and demand 

profilesprofiles

•• Hence the sectors are not WL balancedHence the sectors are not WL balanced

•• Also of the 15,000 Air Traffic Controllers, 7,000 are Also of the 15,000 Air Traffic Controllers, 7,000 are 

retiring in next 9 yearsretiring in next 9 years

•• Novel Partitioning : NonNovel Partitioning : Non--static (Steiner) pointsstatic (Steiner) points
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Related WorkRelated Work

Airspace Airspace SectorizationSectorization ProblemProblem

•• Integer programming; after Integer programming; after discretizingdiscretizing the NAS  the NAS  -- YousefiYousefi and and 
Donohue Donohue ‘‘0404

•• Genetic algorithms Genetic algorithms -- DelahayeDelahaye et al. et al. ‘‘9898

•• Graph partitioning methods Graph partitioning methods -- Tran et al. Tran et al. ’’03, Martinez et al.03, Martinez et al.’’0707

Other Other PartitioningsPartitionings

•• Partitioning of rectangles and arrays for load balancing of Partitioning of rectangles and arrays for load balancing of 
processors processors -- KhannaKhanna, , MuthukrishnanMuthukrishnan, and , and SkienaSkiena ‘‘9797

•• Political districting Political districting –– Altman Altman ’’9797

•• MinimumMinimum--cost load balancing in sensor networks cost load balancing in sensor networks –– Carmi, Katz Carmi, Katz ‘‘0505



Related: Optimal LoadRelated: Optimal Load--Balancing Balancing 

PartitionsPartitions

•• LoadLoad--balancing:balancing:

–– Rectangular partition of Rectangular partition of nn x x nn matrix A, into matrix A, into kk

rectangles in order to minimize the max rectangles in order to minimize the max 

weight of a rectangle is NPweight of a rectangle is NP--hard hard ––
[[MuthukrishnanMuthukrishnan et al et al ’’98]98]

–– The element values used in the reduction are The element values used in the reduction are 

constants constants ≤≤44

1515

Forms basis of NP-hardness proof for sectorization



Related: Election DistrictingRelated: Election Districting
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An example of "cracking" style 
Gerrymandering; where the 
urban (and mostly liberal) 
concentration of Columbus, 
Ohio is split into thirds and 
then each segment outweighted
by attachment to largely 
conservative suburbs. 

Source: Wikipedia



A gerrymandered Congressional District, the 11th 
CD of CA (now occupied by Democrat Jerry 
McNerney), drawn to favor Republican Richard 
Pombo. While the Danville area is a traditional 
Republican stronghold, Morgan Hill is not, and that 
largely Democratic district was added to obtain the 
proper population numbers for the 11th after 
Livermore was assigned to the 10th at the behest of 
the incumbent Democrat (Ellen Tauscher), since it 
contains the Lawrence Livermore National 
Laboratory (located near the "580" shield) and she 
sits in the House Energy Committee. The 10th CD is 
immediately north of the 11th in Contra Costa and 
Solano Counties. See the California 11th 
congressional district election, 2006 for an 
unexpected result that overcame this gerrymander. 

Image:The Gerry-Mander.png

GerrymanderingGerrymandering



Mixed Integer Program (MIP)Mixed Integer Program (MIP)

1. Demand input (flight tracks) 2. Tile the airspace; compute workload or 

complexity

(7)                                                                               1         
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3. Mixed Integer Program 4. Sectorization output
[YousefiYousefi and Donohue and Donohue ’’04]04]
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ApproachApproach

•• Devise mathematically precise problem Devise mathematically precise problem 

statements for the optimization statements for the optimization 

•• Utilize tools from computational geometry to Utilize tools from computational geometry to 

design algorithms for efficient solution and to design algorithms for efficient solution and to 

analyze these algorithms theoreticallyanalyze these algorithms theoretically

•• Use implementation and experimentation to Use implementation and experimentation to 

verify proof of concept and to compare results to verify proof of concept and to compare results to 

alternate approachesalternate approaches
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1D Problem1D Problem

x

t

Greedy Algorithm

Given a budget B on max WL, minimize # of sectors (intervals)
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1D problem1D problem

Greedy = OptimalGreedy = Optimal

Greedy

Optimal
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1D problem1D problem

Running TimeRunning Time

•• O(nlognO(nlogn) Median  ) Median  ‘‘xx’’ CCoordinate of the Vertices in oordinate of the Vertices in 

Arrangement Arrangement R. Cole, J. R. Cole, J. SaloweSalowe, W. , W. SteigerSteiger, and E. , and E. SzemerediSzemeredi

SIAM J. SIAM J. ComputComput. . ‘‘8989

•• O(nlognO(nlogn) : Compute the Max) : Compute the Max--WL after the interval is WL after the interval is 

decideddecided

•• O(log(nO(log(n22)) : Binary Search O(n)) : Binary Search O(n22) critical points ) critical points 

•• Total running time Total running time O(nlognO(nlogn * log(n* log(n22)) = O(nlog)) = O(nlog22(n)) (n)) * k



1D problem : Running Times
Worstcase WL: Given budget B, minimize # 

sectors k
• O(n logn) : Median x-coordinate of the Vertices in Arrangement [R. 

Cole, J. Salowe, W. Steiger, and E. Szemeredi SIAM J. Comput. ’89]

• O(n logn) : Compute the Max-WL for a given interval

• O(log(n2)) : Binary Search on O(n2) critical points 

• Total running time O(n logn * log(n2)) = O(n log2 (n))

• B-level in arrangement of lines, Randomized Algorithm O(n logn) by 
T. Chan ’99

• Total for k sectors:  O(kn log2(n)) or O(kn log n)

Avg WL : Easier, O(k+n logn)
WL is a piecewise linear and continuous WL is a piecewise linear and continuous 
function with breaks at end points (function with breaks at end points (O(nO(n))))
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1D problem1D problem

Time Time AvgAvg WLWL

•• AvgAvg number of planes in a sector at any timenumber of planes in a sector at any time

Easier to Easier to sectorizesectorize in 1Din 1D

•• O((k+n)lognO((k+n)logn) for given budget B) for given budget B

•• Because the WL is a Because the WL is a 

piecewise linear and piecewise linear and 

continuous function continuous function 

with breaks at end with breaks at end 

points (points (O(nO(n))))
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2D problem2D problem

Hardness of special caseHardness of special case

•• Form small bundles of straight trajectories Form small bundles of straight trajectories 

associated with each element of matrix, associated with each element of matrix, 

laid out in rectangular gridlaid out in rectangular grid

•• SectorizationSectorization in the form of rectangles will in the form of rectangles will 

solve the NPsolve the NP--hard problemhard problem
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2D Problem: Theory2D Problem: Theory

x, yx, y and and tt

Hardness of a special caseHardness of a special case

•• Sectors Sectors -- axis aligned rectanglesaxis aligned rectangles

•• Problem used for reduction :Problem used for reduction :

–– Rectangular partition of Rectangular partition of nn x x nn matrix A, into matrix A, into kk

rectangles in order to minimize the max rectangles in order to minimize the max 

weight of a rectangle is NPweight of a rectangle is NP--hard hard ––

[[MuthukrishnanMuthukrishnan et al et al ’’98]98]

•• The element values used in the reduction The element values used in the reduction 

are constants are constants ≤≤44

Form small bundles of Form small bundles of 
straight trajectories straight trajectories 
associated with each associated with each 
element of matrix, laid element of matrix, laid 
out in rectangular gridout in rectangular grid
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CG Concept: Binary Space CG Concept: Binary Space 

Partition (BSP)Partition (BSP)
BSPBSP: Special case of a Convex Partition, P, of a domain D : Special case of a Convex Partition, P, of a domain D 

Defining propertyDefining property: Recursively obtained by cutting a face of P : Recursively obtained by cutting a face of P 

into two into two subfacessubfaces by a line/plane/by a line/plane/hyperplanehyperplane, cutting , cutting ““all all 

the way throughthe way through”” at each stepat each step

DD
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Example: ZFW Divided into 18 SectorsExample: ZFW Divided into 18 Sectors
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Example: 2, 4, 8 SectorsExample: 2, 4, 8 Sectors
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View of Trajectories in SpaceView of Trajectories in Space--TimeTime

View in space-time 
(x,y,t) or (x,y,z,t)



3131Top View

t

x

y

Front View

t
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Optimizing a Binary Space Partition Optimizing a Binary Space Partition 

(BSP)(BSP)
Dynamic ProgrammingDynamic Programming: Optimize over all : Optimize over all BSPBSP’’ss, exploiting , exploiting 

the fact that the fact that BSPBSP’’ss are recursively defined.are recursively defined.

ResultResult: Provably optimal (among BSP partitions) method to : Provably optimal (among BSP partitions) method to 

partition an airspace into sectors, in a toppartition an airspace into sectors, in a top--down fashion, for down fashion, for 

anyany specification/definition of specification/definition of ““work loadwork load”” in a sectorin a sector

(minimize the maximum workload in a sector (minimize the maximum workload in a sector –– most balanced most balanced 

sectorizationsectorization))



Optimal LoadOptimal Load--Balancing BSP Balancing BSP 

PartitionPartition
•• Dynamic ProgramDynamic Program

•• InputInput: : nn points in a rectangle, points in a rectangle, RR

•• ObjectiveObjective: BSP: BSP--Partition Partition RR into into mm

rectangles, each with exactly rectangles, each with exactly kk points, points, 

while maximizing the minimum aspect while maximizing the minimum aspect 

ratio (ratio (““nicenessniceness””) ) 

3333

k=2
Subproblem:   rectangle  (x1 ,x2 ,y1 ,y2)
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Avoiding Skinny PolygonsAvoiding Skinny Polygons

•• To ensure that the flights remain in the To ensure that the flights remain in the 

sector for at least some timesector for at least some time
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PiePie--CutsCuts

•• Extension of 1D to Polar coordinatesExtension of 1D to Polar coordinates

Centroid

1/k , 1/k-1 …. 1/2

(x,y,t) => (angle,t)
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Combining BSP and Pie-Cuts

•• Given a region to Given a region to sectorizesectorize,,

–– Try PieTry Pie--cuts starting with 5 or 6 down to 3cuts starting with 5 or 6 down to 3

–– If PieIf Pie--cut  was successful cut  was successful recurserecurse on the on the 

smaller piecessmaller pieces

–– Else use BSP to Else use BSP to sectorizesectorize and and recurserecurse on the on the 

two piecestwo pieces



Wheel CutsWheel Cuts
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Analysis DataAnalysis Data

•• Utilize historical track data as input to Utilize historical track data as input to 
optimizationoptimization

•• Any set of tracks (e.g., direct routes, windAny set of tracks (e.g., direct routes, wind--
optimized routes, predicted reroutes optimized routes, predicted reroutes 
around weather) can be inputaround weather) can be input

•• Experiments record workload parameters, Experiments record workload parameters, 
including total # aircraft ever in a sector, including total # aircraft ever in a sector, 
time averages, and an estimation of time averages, and an estimation of 
coordination workloadcoordination workload
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GeoSect1.0GeoSect1.0
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Experimental SetupExperimental Setup

•• 24hr track data (74588 flight tracks)24hr track data (74588 flight tracks)

–– avgavg complexity 59.26 (no. of bends)complexity 59.26 (no. of bends)

•• Sector dataSector data

–– low altitude sectorslow altitude sectors

•• US map data from Tiger DatabaseUS map data from Tiger Database
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ZFW Divided into 16 SectorsZFW Divided into 16 Sectors
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ZFW Divided into 17 SectorsZFW Divided into 17 Sectors
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ZFW Divided into 18 SectorsZFW Divided into 18 Sectors
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DiscretizationDiscretization

•• No. of orientations to try No. of orientations to try 

•• Also the critical points are Also the critical points are discretizeddiscretized

(without any performance degradation due (without any performance degradation due 

to the density of the track data)to the density of the track data)
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Tuning the ParametersTuning the Parameters

No. of different orientations

Threshold for aspect ratio beta

Level of Discretization
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ResultsResults
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ResultsResults

Max goes down in both time-avg and worstcase

Std. Deviation improves significantly

Min Aspect Ratio improves



Results: NASResults: NAS--wide wide SectorizationSectorization

Original SectorsBSP divisionBSP+PiPi division



ResultsResults
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Results: Comparison of Results: Comparison of GeoSectGeoSect

OptionsOptions



Comparison with Clustering Comparison with Clustering 

MethodsMethods
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Optimal Smoothing ProblemOptimal Smoothing Problem

Given: Integer-programming-based solution (hex cells)   (from Arash)

Goal: Compute “optimal” smoothed boundaries  

(combine MILP and GeoSect techniques)

Method: Use CG concepts of optimal paths, link distance, and optimal 
workload partitioning.  Among all possible polygonal chains of k “links”
(edges), that join two degree-3 vertices in the hex-cell map, find the 
optimal path according to an objective function based on min-max 
workload on each side of the path.

Optimal 2-link partition 
path between two 
adjacent sectors of 
hex-cells



3D Partitioning3D Partitioning

•• Types of cuts:Types of cuts:

–– z =  z =  constant (flat)constant (flat)

–– Slanted cuts, cones Slanted cuts, cones 

(centered at airports)(centered at airports)

–– Challenge: cruiseChallenge: cruise--climb airspaceclimb airspace

5353



Difficulty of MIP FormulationDifficulty of MIP Formulation

• 3D Sectors should be right prisms

– The top and bottom lie directly over each other

Right Prism Not Right Prisms

• Therefore right prism constraints must be added 

to the MIP formulation
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Algorithm DescriptionAlgorithm Description

•• Current algorithms in Current algorithms in GeoSectGeoSect::

–– ““TopTop--downdown”” –– start with a large portion of start with a large portion of 
airspace and recursively optimize a airspace and recursively optimize a 
decomposition of it into decomposition of it into ““nicenice”” subregionssubregions in in 
order to optimize an objective function order to optimize an objective function 
modeling workloadmodeling workload

–– Implementation based on Binary Space Implementation based on Binary Space 
Partitions, with Partitions, with subproblemsubproblem optimization optimization 
based on sweep techniques (from 1D problem based on sweep techniques (from 1D problem 
statement)statement)



Summary of ApproachesSummary of Approaches

•• BottomBottom--upup

–– Cluster trajectoriesCluster trajectories

–– Cluster elementary sector units (e.g., hexCluster elementary sector units (e.g., hex--

cells) using MIPcells) using MIP

•• TopTop--downdown (recursive partition, BSP)(recursive partition, BSP)

•• Graph theoretic partitioningGraph theoretic partitioning

•• Genetic algorithms, neural networksGenetic algorithms, neural networks

•• Local reLocal re--partitioningpartitioning

•• HumanHuman--inin--thethe--looploop 5656
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BottomBottom--Up MethodsUp Methods

•• Methods based on Methods based on clusteringclustering of trajectory of trajectory 

datadata

•• Example:Example:

Duality

Clustering points



Clustering Trajectories: Clustering Trajectories: 

DiscoveryingDiscoverying Dominant FlowsDominant Flows

5858
A Weighted-Graph Approach for Dynamic Airspace 
Configuration Martinez, Chatterji, Sun, Bayen 2007



Patterns in TrajectoriesPatterns in Trajectories

•• nn trajectories, each with trajectories, each with tt time stepstime steps

�� nn polygonal lines with polygonal lines with tt verticesvertices

•• Already looked at Already looked at most visited locationmost visited location

Computational Geometry and Spatial Data Mining, M. van Kreveld



Patterns in TrajectoriesPatterns in Trajectories

•• FlockFlock: near positions of (: near positions of (sub)trajectoriessub)trajectories for some for some 

subset of the entities during some timesubset of the entities during some time

•• ConvergenceConvergence: same destination region for some : same destination region for some 

subset of the entitiessubset of the entities

•• EncounterEncounter: same destination region with same arrival : same destination region with same arrival 

time for some subset of the entitiestime for some subset of the entities

•• SimilaritySimilarity of trajectoriesof trajectories

•• Same Same directiondirection of movement, leadership, ......of movement, leadership, ......

flock convergence

Computational Geometry and Spatial Data Mining, M. van Kreveld



Patterns in TrajectoriesPatterns in Trajectories

•• Flocking, convergence, encounter patternsFlocking, convergence, encounter patterns
–– LaubeLaube, van , van KreveldKreveld, , ImfeldImfeld (SDH 2004)(SDH 2004)

–– GudmundssonGudmundsson, van , van KreveldKreveld, , SpeckmannSpeckmann (ACM GIS 2004)(ACM GIS 2004)

–– BenkertBenkert, , GudmundssonGudmundsson, Huebner, , Huebner, WolleWolle (ESA 2006)(ESA 2006)

–– ......

•• Similarity of trajectoriesSimilarity of trajectories
–– Vlachos, Vlachos, KolliosKollios, , GunopulosGunopulos (ICDE 2002)(ICDE 2002)

–– Shim, Chang (WAIM 2003)Shim, Chang (WAIM 2003)

–– ......

•• Lifelines, motion mining, modeling motionLifelines, motion mining, modeling motion
–– Mountain, Mountain, RaperRaper ((GeoComputationGeoComputation 2001)2001)

–– KolliosKollios, , ScaroffScaroff, , BetkeBetke (DM&KD 2001)(DM&KD 2001)

–– Frank (GISDATA 8, 2001)Frank (GISDATA 8, 2001)

–– ......

Computational Geometry and Spatial Data Mining, M. van Kreveld



Patterns in TrajectoriesPatterns in Trajectories

•• FlockFlock: near positions of (: near positions of (sub)trajectoriessub)trajectories for some for some 

subset of the entities during some timesubset of the entities during some time

–– clusteringclustering--type patterntype pattern

–– different definitions are useddifferent definitions are used

•• Given: radius Given: radius rr, subset size , subset size mm, and duration , and duration TT,,

a a flockflock is a subset of size is a subset of size ≥≥≥≥≥≥≥≥ mm that is inside a that is inside a 

(moving) circle of radius (moving) circle of radius rr for a duration for a duration ≥≥≥≥≥≥≥≥ TT

Computational Geometry and Spatial Data Mining, M. van Kreveld



Patterns in TrajectoriesPatterns in Trajectories

•• Longest flockLongest flock:: given a radius given a radius rr and subset size and subset size mm, , 

determine the longest time interval for which determine the longest time interval for which mm entities entities 

were within each otherwere within each other’’s proximity s proximity (circle radius (circle radius rr))

Time = 0 1 65432 7 8

longest flock in [ 1.8 , 6.4 ]

m = 3

Computational Geometry and Spatial Data Mining, M. van Kreveld



Computational Geometry and Spatial Data Mining, M. van Kreveld
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VoronoiVoronoi--Based PartitioningBased Partitioning

Voronoi-based

partitioning

Another approach: Use arrangement of flow-conforming cuts to 
define elementary airspace units (vs. hexcells)
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Local ReLocal Re--PartitioningPartitioning

Re-Partition step replaces one region with
a “best” partition into a k-face planar subdivision



Computational Geometry for DAC:Computational Geometry for DAC:

GeoSectGeoSect MethodologyMethodology

Joseph S. B. Mitchell and Girishkumar Sabhnani
Stony Brook University



Conforming to Dominant FlowsConforming to Dominant Flows

•• How should a polygonal cut behave How should a polygonal cut behave wrtwrt

dominant flows?dominant flows?

–– (1) Dominant flows should cross cut nearly (1) Dominant flows should cross cut nearly 

orthogonallyorthogonally

6868

flow

cut

θ



Conforming to Dominant FlowsConforming to Dominant Flows

–– (2) Dominant flows should spend at least a (2) Dominant flows should spend at least a 

minimum amount of time in a sector before minimum amount of time in a sector before 

leavingleaving

6969

flow



Conforming to Dominant FlowsConforming to Dominant Flows

–– (3) Merge points and route intersections (3) Merge points and route intersections 

should have ample distance from upstream should have ample distance from upstream 

entry point of sectorentry point of sector

7070

flow



FlowFlow--Conforming Cut ProblemConforming Cut Problem

•• Given a set of dominant flows, we compute a polygonal cut that Given a set of dominant flows, we compute a polygonal cut that 

conforms to the flow, satisfying all constraints:conforms to the flow, satisfying all constraints:

7171Key:  Every candidate cut is guaranteed to conform to 
dominant flows.

SUA
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More General BSPMore General BSP

DD

Each cut is a flow-conforming path
Workload Evaluator 
for each subregion.



Basic Idea : Modification to BSPBasic Idea : Modification to BSP

Search for a good flow-conforming cut
by sweeping with a set of flow-conforming cuts

?

How to find these flow-conforming cuts?



Finding Good Candidate Cuts for BSPFinding Good Candidate Cuts for BSP
Find offsets of 
the cells

Discretize the 
boundaries

Good Candidates

Search for cuts in a network

Bad Cuts



Conforming to Conforming to SUASUA’’ss

Disks at each corner of SUA

Allowable Green Cuts

Red Cut Not Allowed



Another ApproachAnother Approach

•• Biting off individual sectorsBiting off individual sectors

7676



Guarantees of Resulting SectorsGuarantees of Resulting Sectors

•• Flows cross the sector boundaries Flows cross the sector boundaries ““almost almost orthogonallyorthogonally””

•• Angles at sector vertices are Angles at sector vertices are ““bigbig”” (not acute)(not acute)

•• Each Each conflict pointconflict point at crossings of dominant flows lies at crossings of dominant flows lies 
considerably within the sector boundariesconsiderably within the sector boundaries

•• The dominant flows never The dominant flows never corner clipcorner clip the sector the sector 
boundaryboundary

•• SUAsSUAs either lie fully inside one sector or lie favorable either lie fully inside one sector or lie favorable 
with respect to two or more sectors they crosswith respect to two or more sectors they cross

Each of these conditions is a parameterized constraint, Each of these conditions is a parameterized constraint, 
depending on userdepending on user--specified parameters.specified parameters.



Dynamic part of DACDynamic part of DAC

•• Optimal determination of airspace Optimal determination of airspace 

adjustment triggersadjustment triggers

•• Tradeoff: Cost of adjustment, benefit from Tradeoff: Cost of adjustment, benefit from 

changechange

7878
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Dynamic Dynamic SectorizationSectorization

•• Multiple Sector Designs for different times Multiple Sector Designs for different times 

of the dayof the day

•• How to find the optimal time of switching How to find the optimal time of switching 

between sector designs ?between sector designs ?

Dynamic Programming after 
discretizing the switch times

Applies to any sector design method (e.g., MIP methods).



Multiple Sector Designs

Whole Day 7:00 to 17:00

17:00 to 22:00 22:00 to 7:00
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Results: Dynamic Results: Dynamic SectorizationSectorization

•• SectorizingSectorizing ZFW (18 Sectors)ZFW (18 Sectors)

•• DiscretizingDiscretizing a day into 24 intervals (hourly splits)a day into 24 intervals (hourly splits)

0 0 023 23

9
1412

14.0514.1115.33 11.78

13.39

13.56
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Tradeoff: Workload Improvement, Number Tradeoff: Workload Improvement, Number 

of Redesignsof Redesigns

Average 
Workload

Number of design changes during the day 



Robustness of DesignsRobustness of Designs

•• Challenge: Formalize the notion of Challenge: Formalize the notion of 

robustnessrobustness with respect to forecast of with respect to forecast of 

demanddemand
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Current EffortsCurrent Efforts

•• Integration with the Sector Optimization Tool Integration with the Sector Optimization Tool 

(SOT) (SOT) –– optimizationoptimization--based approach using the based approach using the 

power of combinatorial optimizationpower of combinatorial optimization

–– Optimize sector smoothingOptimize sector smoothing

–– Devise hybrid method?Devise hybrid method?

•• Implement additional types of Implement additional types of ““cutscuts”” in the BSP in the BSP 

decomposition (decomposition (nonnon--convex sectors)convex sectors)

•• BottomBottom--Up methodsUp methods

•• Optimal tube network designOptimal tube network design



Designing Configuration PlaybooksDesigning Configuration Playbooks

•• GoalGoal: Identify good configurations : Identify good configurations 

corresponding to mined historical data corresponding to mined historical data 

scenariosscenarios

•• RationaleRationale: Certain traffic patterns may : Certain traffic patterns may 

tend to repeat over different time intervals, tend to repeat over different time intervals, 

in response to certain events (e.g., in response to certain events (e.g., 

weather impact)weather impact)

•• What time intervals?  What events?What time intervals?  What events?

•• Clustering, mining trajectory dataClustering, mining trajectory data
8585
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Optimal Design of TubesOptimal Design of Tubes

•• Flexible airspace designFlexible airspace design

•• Dynamic Airspace ConfigurationDynamic Airspace Configuration

–– Network of Network of ““tubestubes””, similar to highways, similar to highways

•• Dynamically designed/optimizedDynamically designed/optimized

•• High volume, multiple lanesHigh volume, multiple lanes

•• Equipage requirements (navigation, Equipage requirements (navigation, 

communication)communication)



Design of Tubes: ParametersDesign of Tubes: Parameters

•• Cross section: width (# lanes), height (# levels)Cross section: width (# lanes), height (# levels)

–– Flight (equipage) characteristics per lane/levelFlight (equipage) characteristics per lane/level

•• Merge/split points?Merge/split points?

–– # and separation# and separation

•• On/off ramps, and separation standards: upper/lower bounds on On/off ramps, and separation standards: upper/lower bounds on λλoff off 

, , λλon on , , λλb b 

••

8787

λoff

λon

λb


